
 

 

Dear Parents  
We were fortunate this week to have Osprey class lead collective worship on the theme of ‘Respect’ they shared some excellent 
ideas and thoughts and acted out a story about how important it is to show respect for each other. Well done Osprey class.  
 
Can I ask parents to continue to remain vigilant for signs and symptoms of COVID-19. If your child has any of the three symptoms: 
high temperature, a new continuous cough or change to sense of smell or taste, please take your child for a PCR test. Regular LFT 
testing is also helpful for identifying asymptomatic cases.  
 
Lauren Murrey  
 
Osprey Class News 

 
This term Osprey class are learning about sound in our Science 

sessions. To start our topic, we completed four investigations 

discovering how sound is made. We put rice on a drum and saw how 

the grains vibrated when we tapped it. We blew up balloons and saw 

how the top vibrated when we let the air out. We twanged a ruler and 

discovered how the vibrations made a sound – we also looked at pitch. 

Finally, we tapped two spoons underwater and saw how the water 

moved with the vibrations. 

 
School Lunches  
Please be aware that hot lunch service will resume on Wednesday 9th February, if  your child has booked a hot school meal via  
SchoolMoney they will receive a packed lunch provided by school, this costs the same as a hot school meal. This is unless you have 
already informed us that you will provide a packed lunch for them whilst hot meals are not available. 
 
The packed lunch will be a choice of ham or cheese roll, crudités, yoghurt, cake or biscuit. We will confirm with the children each 
morning whether they would like ham or cheese as their filling.  
 
If you have booked a hot meal for Monday 7th February and would prefer to send your child with a packed lunch from home, please 
could you let the school office know by email, office.3657@wootton-woodstock.oxon.sch.uk , and we will ensure that you are not 
charged for this meal.   
 
Ash Class News 
 
On Thursday Ash Class took part in a workshop on toys and life in the past delivered by Banbury Museum.  This wonderful workshop 
introduced the children to chronology and life in the past through familiar themes and allowed them to compare and contrast their 
life now with that of the past.   
 
The children had a chance to play with real and replica toys from the 1800s to the 
present day and had a go at playing popular childhood games from the past. They 
dressed-up in Victorian clothes, the girls in long dresses and aprons, the boys in 
waistcoats, jackets and caps.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then everyone put their hands to hard work, washing and ironing 
clothes, using a dolly peg and a washing tub, a mangle and finally a 
very heavy iron. What a busy morning!    
 
 
The children had a fantastic time and thoroughly enjoyed this 
experience.  
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Achievements and Certificates 
Congratulations to the children receiving the following awards: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
School Trip to Science Oxford Centre 
 
We are looking forward to our trip to the Science Oxford Centre for the whole school on Friday 11th February, please remember 
children need to wear school uniform, have a packed lunch from home with refillable water bottle, a waterproof coat and Ash 
children will need a pair of wellies as well as a plastic bag to store and transport them in.  
 
We are very grateful to FOWS for their significant donation to the school for this trip. We are asking for a contribution of £6.00 per 

child to cover the cost of entrance. Please complete your consent confirmation and contribution via SchoolMoney, all payments for 

the trip need to be completed by Friday 4th February.  
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VALUES ASH OSPREY 

21st Jan 2022 Friendship—Sophia Respect—Harry 

28th Jan 2022 Kindness—Aria Kindness— Zach L 

  Special Achievement—Isabella 

READING RAINBOW ASH OSPREY 

Orange  Naum, Mckenzie 

Yellow Max, Hugo Lillian, Zakk 

Blue Annabel, Holly Brooks  

Indigo Joseph Zachery 

TIMES TABLES ROCKSTARS 1st 2nd 3rd 

21st Jan 2022  

Most improved speed Lillian Rufta Hannah 

Highest number of coins earned James Noah Holly 

28th Jan 2022  

Most improved speed Naum Lillian Rufta 

Highest number of coins earned James Zach L Holly 


